
Care & Maintenance Guide
PLEASE READ WITH CARE



Concrete Nation's baths and basins are
functional works of art that combine
age-old processes with modern
technology and design. If cared for
correctly, they will stand the test of time.

All CN masterpieces are handcrafted using Concrete Nation's proprietary CN Rheo concrete mix and
protected with CN Sealed. Together, these materials offer a far superior product - one that is more
durable for daily use while offering improved protection against water and oil stains, bacteria,
viruses, black mould and more.

Treat your concrete with care to ensure you fully maximise the benefits of the unique materials that
have been purposefully developed to bring your unique CN product to life.

Clean your CN masterpiece with care using a mild non-abrasive cleanser. 
Refrain from using scour pads on the concrete, as it can scratch your product.
Avoid exposure to products with high levels of PH such as paint strippers, bleach, nail polish
remover and other cleaning and beauty products. If exposure occurs, rinse immediately with
water to neutralise the effects, and then follow with your usual cleansing procedure.
Do not leave damp or wet items directly on your concrete product for a prolonged period. Place
soap, soap dispensers, plants and other similar objects on dishes.
Please drain your bath or basin of all water immediately after use - do not leave water sitting in
your CN product for an extended period.

For stubborn stains, use a non-acidic and non-abrasive cleanser. Avoid forceful scrubbing as it
may result in a change in surface texture.
For dried spills, a wet cloth and non-abrasive cleanser is recommended (do not use heavy
chemicals).

Direct sunlight can cause concrete to slowly discolour over a long period of time. While our baths
and basins are UV stable and suitable for outdoor use, you should embrace the effects of the
elements on the natural material.

Over time, your CN product may develop scratches and marks from daily use. Often, these
abrasions add to the character of the product, but they can be reduced if treated with our
forthcoming refresh kit (due to launch late-2022).
Even though CN’s high performance concrete mix is extremely durable, you should try to avoid
impact on edges and the surface with hard objects. It is reassuring to note CN Rheo boasts better
colour dispersion for full oxidisation. This is to say, the colour runs through the product so if you
were to chip the product, you would see the same colour concrete inside.
If you have any concerns about significant chips or cracks, please complete the Warranty Claim
form on our website, or contact the team via info@concretenation.com.au or (07) 5593 4075.
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